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In order to better apply the “situational response” model in the field of fluidized mining emergency management, it is the first step
and the most critical problem to construct a reasonable scenario for fluidized mining emergency drills and reasonably put forward
emergency management measures. +erefore, the structural similarity method is adopted in this paper to design emergency
exercise scenarios. Firstly, a model of hierarchical structured scenarios is proposed, namely, modules of “Event-Environment-
State of scenario-Disposal of task-Emergency action- Resources subject.” Secondly, a scenario chain is designed, and a prediction
method of the event development trend under the current scenario is proposed. +irdly, the calculation method of scenario
similarity and the proposed emergency response scheme method under the current situation after similarity comparison are
proposed. Finally, the structural similarity analysis method is used to verify the application of “scenario construction” in oil and
gas pipeline accidents, and better analysis results are obtained. +rough this research, the application of “scenario design” in
fluidized mining emergency management has been expanded and enriched, and technical support for “scenario design” of
fluidized mining assisted decisions is provided.

1. Introduction

+e fluidized mining is a mining technology system that
converts deep solid mineral resources into gaseous, liquid, or
mixed gas-solid-liquid material in situ and achieves un-
manned and intelligent downhole conversion of mining and
charging, thermoelectricity, and so on. +ese transformed
gaseous, liquid, or mixed gas-solid-liquid substances are
flammable and explosive and are highly susceptible to
combustion and explosive safety incidents [1]. In the event of
such a safety incident, there would be serious implications for
fluidized mining, and there is currently no relevant infor-
mation available to provide a basis for emergency response
measures in the event of an incident. +erefore, the emer-
gency response capability preparedness for safety incidents
during fluidized mining needs to be improved through
emergency drill measures [2]. In recent years, the application
of “scenario construction” technology in the field of emer-
gency management has been given close attention by

domestic and foreign academic circles, and its research results
are undoubtedly one of the most cutting-edge issues in the
field of global emergency management [3]. Emergency
management often needs to improve targeted legal mecha-
nism construction plans and their interoperability is not
strong, and emergency team overall service quality has
problems such as the allocation of resources.+e real problem
is that the traditional “predict—response” model is not very
good at dealing with all kinds of emergencies. In today’s
society, “scenario-response” mode is needed. +erefore, it is
an urgent need to apply “scenario construction” technology to
the field of emergency management.

In the aspect of emergency exercise scenario construc-
tion, scholars of various countries have done a lot of research
[4]. In the book “+e year 2000,” the word “situation” was
first put forward to enrich the content of “situation,” es-
pecially the description of the present or future of the sit-
uation. In the application of scenarios, similarity
measurement includes four steps as follows: locating
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repeated or nearly repeated scenarios, collecting scenario
sets, identifying shared scenario points in scenarios, and
determining the dependencies between scenarios [5]. Based
on these four steps, a relatively effective method is semantic
similarity analysis. As for the problem of locating scenes and
identifying scene points, in the field of chemical accidents,
some scholars believe that the failure to capture the loop-
holes in the identification scheme of common hazard
sources leads to the situation that the atypical accident scene
causes far more than the worst-case reference scene, so scene
recognition technology is very important [6]. In view of
multiple accidents in the field of traffic accidents, some
scholars believe that the reason for not being able to give
early warning is the inability to identify typical accident
scenarios, so they put forward a new method of identifying
typical scenarios [7]. +erefore, in foreign countries, sce-
narios are mostly applied in the early warning stage in the
field of emergencies. In addition, some scholars have ob-
tained some forward-looking early warning indicators that
the current accident may develop into an “atypical” accident
by comparing it with similar accidents that have happened.

In China, in the field of emergency management, sce-
narios were applied to preplan compilation [8], based on
fuzzy rules reasoning, an emergency disposal scheme was
quickly generated [9], an emergency strategy library
building, etc., to try to solve the problem of plans and
strategies in the library, but the strategy of the problem of the
lack of a direct response to the scene information was
extracted, which may also weaken the nature meaning of the
“scene—to deal with” strategy, namely, the specific coping
strategies. In order to solve this problem, some scholars put
forward a solution based on the situation of a family tree
design case where the longitudinal scene is divided into
condition attribute and decision attribute, making every
effort to achieve a one-to-one correspondence relation, but
not for a single different emergency situation in the field of
similarity calculation as well as the situation of a chain
similarity algorithm to answer [10]. According to some
scholars, elements are designed as a hazard-affected body,
bearing the disaster of the trinity structure [11], and when
connecting with the [12] multisource heterogeneous in-
formation fusion technology, knowledge yuan [13] situa-
tional inference technology, and methods to solve the
problem, more is matched with the chain of events retrieval
[14, 15], and based on scenarios, chain emergency similarity
research is less.

In conclusion, in order to enable emergency manage-
ment to achieve “scenario-response” mode, managers can
better formulate emergency management measures. By
comparing the structural similarity of the two events (one is
to take effective control measures and the other is to prepare
contingency plans for the absence of any contingency plans),
we can make a reasonable decision on the emergency
management measures that have not occurred. Based on the
structural similarity, this paper proposes a similarity cal-
culation method between the scene process of each event
occurring in the emergency exercise scenario and the specific
scenario, and then analyzes and predicts the process of the
emergency exercise scenario to provide technical support for

the construction of the emergency exercise. At the same
time, safety accidents in oil and gas pipeline transportation
and storage companies with similarities to the process of
fluidized mining are analysed as case studies to provide
theoretical references for the development of emergency
response in the process of fluidized mining.

2. Construction of an Emergency Exercise
Scenario Structure Model and the
Definition of Its Module

+is paper proposed a hierarchical structured emergency
exercise scenario model (Figure 1), namely, the “Event-
Environment-State of scenario (SS)-Disposal of task (DT)-
Emergency action(EA)- Resources subject(RS)” model,
hereinafter referred to as the EESTAR model. +is model
can fully reflect the structure of the emergency exercise
scenario, the trend of the scenario’s development during the
exercise, and the measures and response subjects taken
under the specific scenario state.

2.1. Event Module. In this paper, we defined the emergent
event as a single emergency, referred to as an event which
cannot be further subdivided according to its nature and
mechanism. Ei is the given event.

+ere are many event classification methods, and the
type of subdivision is not uniform. +e version content is
also different. +e level of events will affect the level of
emergency exercise.+e objects of the emergency exercise in
this article are industrial production accidents, so we classify
the events according to the level of the emergencies in the
industrial accidents, from high to low, which are especially
serious (I), major (II), larger (III), and general (IV), as shown
in Table 1.

Assuming two events Ei and Ej, the similarity between
these two events is Slevelij .

2.2. Environment Module. +e environment has an im-
portant impact on the process of emergency exercise and
emergency disposal. +e scenarios under different envi-
ronmental conditions have very different corresponding
emergency exercises. +e environment in this article in-
cludes six factors such as temperature (T/K), pressure (P/
kPa), relative humidity (φ/%), wind (WD/m/s), day-night,
and weather. Among them, day-night is divided into day,
evening (dawn), and night, and the weather is divided into 4
cases, as shown in Table 2.

ENi is defined as the environment, supposed two events:
Ei and Ej, and their environmental similarity is SEN

ij .

2.3. State of Scenario Model. +e states of scenario refer to
different states of emergencies in the time dimension. Over
time, there will be an event development status chain, re-
ferred to as the status chain. Some of the states of scenarios
include abnormal liquid levels, oil and gas leakage, oil spills,
achieving explosive concentration, and combustion or ex-
plosion. +e state chain represents the process of scenario
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development, such as an abnormal liquid level—oil leaka-
ge—to achieve an explosive concentration—explosion. +e
nodes on the status chain are called status nodes, as shown in
Figure 2.

+e state of scenario is defined as SAi, the states chain
under Ei isCi � SAi1, SAi2, . . . , SAin , and the number of
states nodes is mi. Assume events A and B, their corre-
sponding state name sets are Ci and Cj, respectively. +e
state node similarity of these two events is defined as Sm

ij , and
the state of scenario name similarity is defined as SSA

ij .

2.4. Disposal of Task and Emergency Action Modules. Any
different scenario on the state chain will correspond to the
task, so the task is generated along with the generation of the
scenario. A scenario will generate multiple tasks, forming a
set of tasks. Each task is assigned to a different resource
subject to complete, resulting in multiple emergency actions
due to the functional differences of the different subjects.
+erefore, in this article, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between emergency actions and resource subjects, and
we only count the similarity of emergency actions here.
Measures to control the SS are DT, like abnormal liquid
levels require a measure of control pressure or flow. An oil
spill requires a measure of oil recovery. EA are the specific
measures for DT, for example, to control pressure or flow,

we need to take specific measures to locate leakage points,
find leakage points, and accurately close valves.

+e SS, DT, and EA are closely related and have a certain
causal relationship due to their chronological order. Due to
the difference in the state chain, the corresponding set of DT
and EA will also differ. +erefore, in order to facilitate the
calculation, we put all the tasks and emergency actions into
the same set for unified. +e vocabulary used in SS, DT, and
EA needs to establish a unified standard database.

Defined DTas taski, EA as acti, the task set of Ei as Taski,
Taski � taski1, taski2, . . . , taskin , and the set of acti is
Acti � acti1, acti2, . . . , actim . Assume that Ei and Ej, their
similarity of DT and similarity of EA are STaskij and SActij ,
respectively.

3. Structured Similarity
Calculation for Scenarios

+e structural characteristics of emergency exercise sce-
narios are as follows: a type of emergency that contains
multiple emergencies; an emergency is composed of one or
more scenarios to form a state chain; there are also simi-
larities and differences between the state chains; corre-
sponding to each state of the scenario, DT and EA have a
one-to-many, or many-to-one relationship. +erefore, this
section calculates and analyzes from the similarity of the
states of the scenarios and similarity of the task actions.

3.1. +e Similarity Calculation of the States of Scenarios.
+is step of the calculation is performed on the basis of
similar events. +e calculated similarity includes the level of
the event, the environment, the state node, and the state
chain. Finally, the four calculation results are combined
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Figure 1: Structured emergency exercise scenario model.

Table 1: Criteria for dividing emergency levels.

Level Death Severe injury Direct economic loss
Especially serious (I) ≥30 persons ≥100 persons ≥10000 million RMB
Major (II) 10∼30 persons 50∼100 persons 5000∼10000 million RMB
Larger (III) 3∼10 persons 10∼50 persons 1000∼5000 million RMB
General (IV) <3 persons <10 persons <1000 million RMB

Table 2: Classification of weather.

Weather conditions Detailed classification
Case 1: sunny, cloudy, dusk None

Case 2: rainy Light, moderate, heavy,
rainstorm, sleet

Case 3: snowy Light, moderate, heavy, blizzard
Case 4: foggy Moderate, heavy, severe
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organically to obtain the similarity of the scenario state. +e
similarity calculation formula is as follows:

A � 1 −
|a − b|

max a, b{ }
. (1)

3.1.1. +e Similarity Calculation of the Level. +e calculation
formula of the level similarity is like formula (1). Slevelij is A,
leveli is a, levelj is b, where leveli is the level of Ei, and the
value is any one of 1–4, which is based on Table 1.
Slevelij ∈ [0, 1], when leveli and levelj are the same, the level of
similarity between the two events reaches the highest.

3.1.2. +e Similarity Calculation of the Environment. +e
environment includes 6 aspects, namely, temperature (T),
pressure (P), humidity (φ), wind (WD), day and night (DN),
and weather (WT). First, calculate the similarity of the first
four.

+e calculation formula of the similarity of the tem-
perature is like formula (1). ST

ij is A, Ti is a, Tj is b, where Ti is
the temperature of Ei, Tj is the temperature of Ej, K is the
unit, and ST

ij ∈ [0, 1]. +e closer the temperature of the two
emergencies is, the higher ST

ij is.
+e calculation formula of the similarity of the pressure

is like formula (1). SP
ij is A, Pi is a, Pj is b, where Pi is the

pressure of Ei, Pj is the pressure of Ej, kp is the unit, and
SP

ij ∈ [0, 1]. +e closer the pressure of the two emergencies is,
the higher SP

ij is.
+e calculation formula of the humidity is like formula

(1). S
ϕ
ij is A, φi is a, φj is b, where φi is the humidity of Ei, φj is

the humidity of Ej, % is the unit, and S
ϕ
ij ∈ [0, 1]. +e closer

the humidity of the two emergencies is, the higher S
ϕ
ij is.

+e calculation formula of the similarity of the wind is
like formula (1). SW D

ij is A,WDi is a,WDj is b. WhereWDi is
the wind of Ei, WDj is the wind of Ej, m/s is the unit, and
SW D

ij ∈ [0, 1]. +e closer the wind of the two emergencies is,
the higher SW D

ij .
+e similarity of the day-night is SDN

ij , and the com-
parison method is as follows:

(1) SDN
ij � 1: all during day, night, or dusk (dawn)

(2) SDN
ij � 0.5: one is at dusk (morning) and the other is
during day or night

(3) SDN
ij � 0: one is at day and the other is at night

+e similarity of the weather is SWT
ij . Referring to Table 1,

its assignment method is as follows:

(1) SWT
ij � 1: forEi andEj, in Table 1, the two columns are
same

(2) SWT
ij � 0.5: the first column is the same, and the
second column is different

(3) SWT
ij � 0: the first column is different

+e similarity of the environment is SEN
ij , which is as

follows:

S
EN
ij �

S
T
ij + S

P
ij + S

ϕ
ij + S

WD
ij + S

DN
ij + S

WT
ij

6
. (2)

3.1.3. +e Similarity Calculation of the State Node. +e
structural similarity of the state chain is measured by the
difference in the number of nodes, which is convenient to
distinguish the differences in the evolution of emergencies.
+e calculation formula of the similarity of the state node is
like formula (1). Sm

ij is A, mi is a, mj is b, where, mi is the
number of nodes in the status chain Ci, mj is the number of
nodes in the status chain Cj, and Sm

ij ∈ [0, 1]. +e closer the
number of nodes connected by two chains is, the higher Sm

ij

is.

3.1.4. +e Similarity Calculation of the Name of the Scenario
State. +is section calculates the state chain similarity based
on a single state of scenario, as follows:

For Ei andEj, comparing SAin and SAjm, the formula for
calculating the similarity of a single scenario state name is as
follows:

Sim SAin, SAjm  �
same number of words

maximumnumber of words
. (3)

Compare SAin with all the states in Ej, and take the
maximum value to get SNa

in . SNa
in is the similarity of SAin in Ei.

+e calculation formula is as follows:

S
Na
in � max Sim SAin, SAj1 , Sim SAin, SAj2 , . . . ,

Sim SAin, SAjm .
(4)

According to SNa
in , calculate SSA

ij . SSA
ij is the similarity of

the name of the state of scenario of Ei and Ej.

SSN

SS Chain

SS 1 SS 2 SS 3 SS n

Figure 2: States chain and status nodes.
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min 
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max 
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ix or

m
y�1 S
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× 0.7⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+


n
x�1 S

Na
ix + 

m
y�1 S

Na
jy

n + m
× 0.3⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(5)

3.1.5. +e Similarity Calculation of the State of Scenario.
Calculate the abovementioned 4 calculation results
according to the corresponding weights to obtain the sim-
ilarity of the state of scenario. +e calculation formula is as
follows:

S
SS
ij � ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4  S

level
ij , S

EN
ij , S

m
ij , S

SA
ij 

T
, (6)

where, ω1,ω2,ω3, andω4 are the weight values of
Slevelij , SEN

ij , Sm
ij , and SSA

ij , respectively.

3.2. +e Similarity Calculation of the Task and Action.
+e calculation of this part includes the similarity of DTand
the similarity of EA. Finally, the two results are combined to
obtain the final result. And these two calculation methods
are the same as part 4 in Section 3.1.

Taski � taski1, taski2, . . . , taskin ,

Actin � acti1, acti2, . . . , actim ,
(7)

STaskij is the similarity of DT,

S
Task
ij �

min 
n
x�1 Task

Na
ix or

m
y�1 Task

Na
jy 

max 
n
x�1 Task

Na
ix or

m
y�1 Task

Na
jy 

× 0.7⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+


n
x�1 Task

Na
ix + 

m
y�1 Task

Na
jy

n + m
× 0.3⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(8)

SActij is the similarity of EA,

S
Act
ij �

min 
n
x�1 Act

Na
ix or

m
y�1 Act

Na
jy 

max 
n
x�1 Act

Na
ix or

m
y�1 Act

Na
jy 

× 0.7⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+


n
x�1 Act

Na
ix + 

m
y�1 Act

Na
jy

n + m
× 0.3⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(9)

where, both STaskij and SAct
ij are between 0–1.

Above all, the similarity of the task and action is STA
ij ,

S
TA
ij � ω1,ω2  S

Task
ij , S

Act
ij 

T
, (10)

where, ω1 and ω2 are the weight values of STaskij and SActij ,
respectively.

3.3. +e Similarity of the Scenario and Similarity Evaluation.
+e similarity of the scenario in the emergency exercise is a
combination of the abovementioned similarity, which is
calculated as follows:

Sij � ω1,ω1  S
SS
ij , S

TA
ij 

T
, (11)

where, ω1 and ω2 are the weight values of SSS
ij and STA

ij ,
respectively.

Divided Sij into five levels, which are dissimilarity, low
similarity, medium similarity, high similarity, and extremely
high similarity. +en, the specific similarity evaluation is
carried out according to the classification of corresponding
emergencies, as shown in Table 3.

4. The Example Analysis

According to the “5.13” deflagration accident at Alashan pass in
the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region and the oil spill ac-
cident at Guazhou oil transfer station in Gansu province
provided by the CNPC Western Pipeline Company, relevant
information of emergency exercise scenarios in these two
accidents is presented. According to the relevant terms in the
emergency case of oil and gas pipelines, the “5.13” deflagration
accident at Alashan pass and the oil spill accident at Guazhou
oil transfer station were built, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Step 1. Calculate the state of scenario’s structural similarity
Both incidents are classified as general emergencies in

terms of oil spills, and both are classified as class IV incidents.
For the “5.13” deflagration accident at Alashan pass, the local
temperature is 295K, the air pressure is 945KP, the humidity is
30%, the wind speed is 8.7m/s, and theweather is sunny during
the day. For the oil spill accident at Guazhou oil transfer
station, the local temperature is 287K, the air pressure is 925
KP, the humidity is 34%, the wind speed is 3.5m/s, and the
weather is cloudy at dusk. +ere are three cases of situational
chain nodes in two accidents. So, according to formulas (1) and
(2), the following results are obtained:

S
level
ij � 1 −

|4 − 4|

max 4, 4{ }
� 1,

S
EN
ij �

0.97 + 0.98 + 0.88 + 0.40 + 0.5 + 1
6

� 0.79,

S
m
ij � 1 −

|3 − 3|

max 3, 3{ }
� 1.

(12)

To calculate the state of the scenario name’s similarity,
the contents of Ci and Cj of the accident state of the scenario
are first clarified.

Ci � {abnormal liquid level of a waste oil tank, spillover
of leaking waste oil, crude oil seam meets the re-
quirements of combustion and explosion}
Cj � {inspector finds abnormal conditions, determines
information of leaking crude oil, and diffuses leaking
crude oil}
SAi1 � abnormal liquid level of a waste oil tank
SAi2 � spillover of leaking waste oil
SAi3 � crude oil seam meets the requirements of
combustion and explosion

Geofluids 5



SAj1 � inspector finds abnormal conditions
SAj2 � determines information of leaking crude oil
SAj3 � diffusion of leaking crude oil

By pairwise comparison between any node in SAin and
SAjm, the following results can be obtained according to
formulas (1) and (2):

Sim (SAi1, SAj1)� 1/7� 0.14

Sim (SAi1, SAj2)� 1/7� 0.14
Sim (SAi1, SAj3)� 1/7� 0.14
Sim (SAi2, SAj1)� 0/5� 0
Sim (SAi2, SAj2)� 2/6� 0.33
Sim (SAi2, SAj3)� 2/5� 0.40
Sim (SAi3, SAj1)� 0/10� 0
Sim (SAi3, SAj2)� 2/10� 0.20

Table 3: Evaluation matrix similarity of emergency exercise scenarios.

Sij <60% 60%~70% 70%~80% 80%~90% ≥90%

Similarity Dissimilarity Low similarity Medium similarity High similarity Extremely high similarity

Level I reject reject reject reject accept

Level II reject reject reject accept accept

Level III reject reject accept accept accept

Level IV reject accept accept accept accept
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Figure 3: Scenarios of the “5.13” deflagration accident at Alashan pass.
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Sim (SAi3, SAj3)� 2/10� 0.20

According to formula (4), SAi1’s similarity is 0.14, SAi2’s
similarity is 0.40, SAi3’s similarity is 0.20, SAj1’s similarity is
0.14, SAj2’s similarity is 0.33, and SAj3’s similarity is 0.40.
+rough formula (5), the state of the scenario name’s
similarity is obtained.

S
SA
ij �

0.14 + 0.40 + 0.2
0.14 + 0.33 + 0.40

× 0.7 

+
0.14 + 0.40 + 0.2 + 0.14 + 0.33 + 0.40

6
× 0.3 

� 0.68.

(13)

Assuming that the decision-maker assigns
ω1,ω2,ω3, andω4 as 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively,
according to the needs of emergency handling in the real
situation. +rough formula (6), the similarity of the two
emergency state of scenario is as follows:

S
SS
ij � [0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3][1, 0.78, 1, 0.68]

T
� 0.814. (14)

Step 2. Calculate the task and act’s similarity
+e calculation methods of task similarity and action

similarity in the task and action similarity are the same as the

calculation methods of state of scenario name’s similarity, so
this paper does not introduce the calculation details of task
similarity and action similarity. According to formulas (8)
and (9), task similarity and action similarity are obtained.

S
Task
ij � 0.9,

S
Act
ij � 0.81.

(15)

Assuming that the decision-maker assigns 0.3 and 0.7 to
ω1 andω2 according to the actual situation of emergency
action and disposal tasks in the emergency exercise scenario,
then the task and action similarity can be calculated
according to formula (10).

S
TA
ij � [0.3, 0.7][0.9, 0.81]

T
� 0.837. (16)

Step 3. Evaluation of emergency exercise scenario similarity
Based on the state of scenario similarity and task and

action similarity obtained in Steps 1 and 2, the decision-
maker assigned ω1 andω2 value of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively,
and the scenario’s similarity was calculated by formula (11).

Sij � [0.4, 0.6][0.814, 0.837]
T

� 0.8278. (17)

According to Table 3, the emergency exercise’s scenarios
of the “5.13” deflagration accident in Alashan pass and the
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Figure 4: Scenarios of the oil spill accident at Guazhou oil transfer station.
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oil spill accident at Guazhou oil transfer station have a high
similarity. Since these two events are level IV, the similarity
of their emergency exercise scenario is considered accept-
able. +e index values calculated for emergency drill sce-
nario similarity are shown in Table 4.

5. Conclusion

+e emergency exercise scenario structured model of
“Event-Environment-State of scenario-Disposal of task-
Emergency action- Resources subject” proposed in this
paper studies the whole process of emergency response
from the perspective of a scenario, constitutes a sequential
chain of scenario, task and action, and improves the
auxiliary ability for emergency decision-making. Based on
this model, the state scenario chain of emergencies is
constructed, and the correlation similarity is obtained by
comparing the structure name similarity of the state sce-
nario chain. By comparing the similarity between the
disposal task and emergency action, the corresponding
similarity is obtained. +rough such a calculation, not only
the suggested fluidized mining emergency plan of the event
in the current situation can be obtained, but also the
disposal task and emergency action of the corresponding
situation in the predicted development trend can be
suggested.

(1) Structural model of emergency exercise’s scenario.
+e emergency exercise’s scenario-structured model
of “event-environment-state of scenario-disposal
task-emergency action-resource subject” is proposed
in this paper.

(2) Emergency exercise’s scenario similarity calculation.
By using the structure, content, and name of the state
of the scenario chain to obtain correlation similarity.
+rough the task and action on the state of the
scenario status chain, obtain the corresponding
similarity. Finally, the scenario similarity is obtained.

(3) Similarity evaluation results. Obtain a suggested
emergency plan for events in the current situation.
Predict the disposal tasks and emergency actions of
the corresponding scenarios under the development
trend.

(4) +is paper mainly provides a way to provide
emergency management. +e standard database of
vocabulary, weight parameters, and evaluation ma-
trix for the fluidized mining similarity needs to be
optimized in practice.
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